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Our electricity-generating systems are in the process of being overhauled. It is
very much a case of out with the old and in with the new as the OECD turns its
back on coal. The OECD envisions decarbonizing electricity generation using a
combination of wind power, solar power, and biomass instead. Focusing on CO2
intensity alone has led to a number of bizarre outcomes such as transporting
wood pellets from North America to Europe for industrial-scale power
generation; covering hilltops with wind turbines; and fields with solar panels. It is
difficult to find an environmental reason in these measures.
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Researchers at ETH Zurich wanted to develop a more holistic approach to
characterize various generating technologies, but they were confronted with a
challenge. How does one compare nuclear power with wind and coal power?
This is like comparing apples with barley and potatoes. Multi-criteria decision
analysis offered researchers a means of quantifying all of the relevant information
for the task. They began with the three pillars of sustainable development:

Environment

Economy

Society

In the hierarchy that that they developed, these three universally accepted
measures appear as a top category level. However, researchers soon recognized
that measures, such as Scalability, were missing from their scheme. Little good
can come from discovering a utopian electricity supply, if there is only enough of
it around to power a tiny fraction of the world’s cities. Geothermal power is a
good example. Even with today’s technology, engineers can only deploy
geothermal power in areas with active volcanic activity like in Iceland and New
Zealand. This is not much use when it comes to powering cities like New York
and Paris. “Resource,” therefore, was introduced as a fourth category in their
hierarchy in order to measure the size and availability of a given energy resource.

Recognizing that not all electricity is equal, and at risk of sounding like Donald
Rumsfeld, researchers have identified three main classes related to the
production characteristics of electricity:

Class 1:  Electricity that is produced when we want to use it.

Class 2:  Electricity that is produced when we do not want to use it.

Class 3:  Electricity that is not produced when we want to use it.

Class 1 electricity is the ideal. Class 2 electricity, leaves suppliers with just three
choices: export the surplus, store the surplus, or waste the surplus. In each
eventuality, consumers would accrue and pay a significant cost. Class 3 electricity
either results in rolling blackouts or requires a back-up system. Both outcomes
are costly for the consumer. In the view of researchers, policy makers have greatly
undervalued the production of electricity when we need to use it (Class 1).
Therefore, they introduced a fifth category of the “Grid” to the hierarchy. The



Grid category provides a means of quantifying the controllability of supply.

As part of the multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), researchers further
delineated 12 sub-categories, called criteria, in order to characterize the most
essential aspects of an electricity generating technology (see Table 1). Of course,
there is bound to be some overlap and even gaps in the process, but they have
endeavored to capture most aspects of a functioning energy system. Given this
information, would anyone argue that the cost of electricity is not equally
important to CO2 intensity? According to researchers, there seems to be little
value in lowering CO2 intensity, if high costs for alternative electric power
spreads “energy poverty” and erodes economic well-being. Equally, there seems
to be little purpose in a low CO2 supply, if it destroys other parts of the natural
environment. Using a structured MCDA hierarchy, researchers sought to capture
all of these variables.

Energy Matters Electricity Technology Survey (EMETS)

Table 1 Energy Matters Electricity
Technology Survey (EMETS) design
showing 5 categories and 12 criteria
against which 13 technologies were
measured. The example shows how 12
criteria may be applied to coal, but may
equally be applied to gas, biomass, etc.

*ERoEI (energy return on energy invested), is a measure of efficiency and
considers the full energy production cycle.

In conventional MCDA, stakeholders are often asked to express a preference at
the criteria level. The approach researchers adopted was rather different. They
sought, instead, to assign scores to each criterion where a 1 = good and a 10 =
bad. For example, low fatalities, low CO2 and high availability are all regarded as
“good.” Nineteen participants, mainly engineers, physicists, geologists and
geophysicists assigned scores, using professional judgement and not preference
as a guide. The results, summarized in Figure 1, show 13 technologies in rank
order based on total mean scores.

Figure 1 Thirteen electricity technologies arranged in rank order according to



their total mean MCDA score selects 3
clear winners – nuclear power, combined
cycle gas, and hydroelectric power.
Outright losers include all of the new
renewable technologies. In the middle,
Geothermal and diesel, both niche
technologies, and coal – cheap, abundant
and controllable – are down-rated on
health and environmental grounds.

In order to display results for individual
technologies, researchers developed a 12-axis spider diagram (see Figure 2). The
spider diagram for nuclear power shows that it scored well on all criteria and that
is why it emerged, albeit narrowly, as the top technology. Hydroelectric power
displays an uneven distribution on criteria scores. It has performed less well on
resource availability, because most good hydroelectric sites are already in use
and less well on environmental costs and environmental footprint since hydro
reservoirs destroy natural habitats and occupy a substantial area.

The spider diagrams for gas and coal (top right Figure 2) shows how each
perform well in the Resources, Economics, and Grid categories and less well in
the Health and Environmental categories. Unsurprisingly, coal performs
particularly poorly in terms of health and environment. The diagram highlights
the similarities and differences between gas and coal. The slightly poor
performance of gas in the Health and Environment categories is offset, however,
by good performance in the Resources, Economics and Grid categories resulting
in a total mean score that is comparable to nuclear and hydroelectric power.



Figure 2 Spider diagrams for 6 out of 13
technologies surveyed. Researchers
developed a 12-axis spider diagram, one
axis for each criterion scaled from zero in
the center to 10 at the circumference. The
ideal electricity source would be
represented by a circle with a radius of 1
(the best score in each category). The
axes are arranged according to hierarchy.
The total mean scores are shown in the
panel headers.

Wind and solar photovoltaic systems have similar shapes in the diagram,
performing well in Health and Environment and poorly in Resources, Economics
and Grid categories. This shape is common to all of the non-combustion,
renewable technologies including wave, tidal, and solar thermal energy. The wind
and solar spider diagrams are effectively a mirror image of coal.

To sum up, the structured, hierarchical MCDA provided researchers with a means
of comparing and quantifying electricity generation technologies. Their survey of
13 technologies sampling expert opinion produced three clear winners, namely
nuclear power, combined cycle gas turbine, and hydroelectric power. This should
come as no surprise to anyone since these technologies are already widely
deployed, known to be among the safest available, and already proven to work
together to provide a stable and reliable grid at low cost. What is less easy to
explain is why countries like Germany, Switzerland and France have plans to close
down their nuclear power stations and replace them with wind and/or solar
power that the survey suggests are vastly inferior, at least compared with the
present available technologies.
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